
ORBIS INNOVATION

A SUSTAINABLE AND EFFICIENT BROWN BOX REPLACEMENT

74% decrease 

IN CUMULATIVE ENERGY

89% decrease 

IN WATER CONSUMPTION

61% decrease 

IN SOLID WASTE

Our reusable solution offers a significant overall reduction in environmental 

impact. In one case study, a customer recognized the following environmental savings:

• Designed to perform identically as a fibre corrugated box in automated packaging lines   

• Special plastic design drives efficiencies and reduces line downtime 

• Eliminates dust and moisture issues common with fibre corrugate

• Reusable up to 70 cycles through the supply chain for a significant ROI

• Available in common (fibre corrugated box) sizes

70+ Trips 70 Trips

PlastiCorr® is the first reusable packaging solution designed to perform identically as 

single-use fibre corrugated boxes - with superior performance qualities. 

PlastiCorr is designed for re-use with a lifetime that is 70 times longer than fibre corrugated 

boxes. It offers repeatable, reliable performance and is optimised for seamless integration 

into automated packaging lines. 

PlastiCorr is ideal for applications with closed supply chain loops, 

including inbound receiving and finished goods to co-pack.

PlastiCorr® is the first reusable packaging solution designed to perform identically as 

tiCorr is designed for re-use with a lifetime that is 70 times longer than fibre corrugated 

It offers repeatable, reliable performance and is optimised for seamless integration 

Plasticorr is Sustainable

Plasticorr is Efficient - Economically & Ecologically
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ORBIS PlastiCorr® 

INNOVATIVE        DURABLE       SUSTAINABLEINNOVATIVE        DURABLE       SUSTAINABLE



PLASTICORR’S PATENTED TECHNOLOGY 
OFFERS SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
OVER CORRUGATED FIBRE BOXES

PlastiCorr is water and moisture resistant 

for enhanced box durability.

All edges are sealed to reduce

contamination and injuries.

Enfold™ technology allows box flaps to return 

to the straight position after each use.

The patented plastic design stays within spec after multiple 

uses for repeatable performance to reduce line downtime, 

while providing maximum merchandise protection. 
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INNOVATIVE        DURABLE       SUSTAINABLEINNOVATIVE        DURABLE       SUSTAINABLE

Ability to bundle and stack evenly; 

manufacturer’s joint has zero extra thickness.

SEAMLESS HYGIENICSUSTAINABLE ECONOMICAL


